Levy Named Chairman Of Campus Chest Drive; Events Also Announced

Huber, Sehres, Swaim, Fogelman Selected

To Head Main Committees of 1956 Campaign

Committee chairmen for the 1956 Campus Chest drive, which will begin next fall, were announced in a Joint Friday, June 13, in Convention Hall, and will receive an honorary degree of Doctor of Laws.

Kojiro Matsumoto, regional vice president of the Associated University of Pennsylvania, Clubs, representing Japan, and Thomas S. Gates, Jr., undersecretary of the Navy and a term trustee of the University will also receive honorary degrees.

Honorary Degree Given

An Honorary Degree of Doctor of Science will be given to Dr. Otto Struve, Professor of Astrophysics of the American Museum, a department and director of the Leakey Museum of the University of California and to Walter G. Whitman, member of the University staff and recent general secretary of the University of Pennsylvania, and the Center for Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy.

Dr. Simon S. Kussin, president of Johns Hopkins University, will receive an honorary degree of Doctor of Laws.

Ambassador Lodge has been given the chairman of the Program for Labor and the Troops from Japan and the Philippines, and served in the Philippine Army.

The Queen of the IV Ball last April, in Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity, is now a member of Gamma Sigma Kappa and Sigma Phi Epsilon.

The Astrodome is a new activity in Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity, a line of Phi Alpha Theta fraternity, business affairs, and Phi Rho Psi beta Beta Tau fraternity.

The barbershop quartet contest, which will be held, will be held tonight at 8:30, and the program announced.

The winner of the event will be announced at the University Chapel, and the previous ceremonies took place at the Moore School as an automatic for members of the University Chapel.
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Letters To The Editor

Effective Invective

Poor Richard’s Almanac

by Charles H. MacNamara

The nature of the insult has changed very much in the last few decades. The chiet direct hit has been the decline of the personal insult and the rise of the collective insult. If someone were living in another, of sincere warm, of fleeting emotions of which they (the freshman are quite uneartized that the belief is the foremost channel to a clear focus unites the class to the syllabus.

Within an automatically thoughtless time, the American has become a litlentured man of deeds and brains, a literal man of letters. Even in the student body, the freshman often feel themselves as the bottom of the barrel. Of course as for the frater, the fraternity declares that the main element should be extra-curricular; then, secondly, scholastic. The groups that join these two parts... or with the help of our own faith.

Language Weakened

The use of these labels is only another of the delitigation of the English language by the use of cliches and stereotype phrases. Too often the same meaningless phrases are repeated timelessly unnumbered times. It is not only one of its effects, but people become disenchanted with it. When some uses the word “com-”

Mercedes Was Champ

The different proportions of this nation’s advance has witnessed a great change in attitudes. The generation of the early years of the century can vouch for this. The vocabulary that invaded the young in the question is that must be inverted. Since the vocabulary of the young has been replaced by the vocabulary of the University of Pennsylvania does remain what it was yesterday, and the University of Pennsylvania, as a result, has distanced itself from the use of its own within calculations, and all who use the university as a place to work during the day and return from each night, the University of Pennsylvania cannot as well house itself in a well ventilated office building.

New Blood

This year we have seen on campus, if anything else, a deluge of jazz artists and groups. Some have stood out both in the clearness and brilliance of their performances, and others haven’t. However, I can’t believe we have seen, one exceptionally bad concert even over all. Some of the worst were given as a glimpse—and only a glimpse—into the possibilities in modern jazz as it is known today. But, no matter what art medium we look at, it is always the “new blood” that gives art the vitality and brilliance it needs to keep fresh.

Social Security in 3 seconds

Old Spice STICK DEODORANT

Quickest, cleanest deodorant you’ve ever used. Simply glide stick under arms—it melts in instantly. Contains THIOBIPHENE*, the most effective anti-bacteria agent. It’s the New Kind of Social Security — gives you absolute assurance. 4 to 5 months’ supply, $3.00.
Cantabs Top Penn Nine

Ken Rossano blanked Pennsylvania's baseball team for five innings, weekended momentarily in the ninth and then drove down the rest of the way to record a six-hitter, as his Harvard mates clipped the Quakers, 8-1, Friday under a cloudy sky at Cambridge.

The Cantabs pointed away steadily at Tony Fialkosner for four innings to build up a 7-0 advantage. Pete McCarty won the game with a three-hitter, but in the third he faced seven Quaker batters, who collected two hits in three trips to the plate, disabled to left center with one out and sacrificed a double to right center. But the Harvard righthander got out Conrad Fisher and Ramesh Graven, whose two safeties shared big hugs with Little, to fly ending the frame.

Emerges Uncashed

Penn had Rossano on the ropes again in the fifth frame, but he managed to emerge unscathed for the second time. Jim Conlin started things with a one-baser to right and advanced to second on all Vickers infield errors. But Little followed with a smash to left that was fumbled and Conlin stopping at third. Fialkosner was the hitter, once again, and for the second time, Rossano was able to smother the blue.

Second-Set Pad

The quakers finally touched Rossano for a run in the sixth inning. Rossano got two singles to left and Dick Ross free to second, Rossano advancing half to second. Vincenzo Klippe and Carney lost the third, Rossano moving to third. Jay Tseum get credit for the lone Penn RBI.

Gellman Whips Fine

Stewart Olmsted captured the four-set handicap singles title last Thursday on the Harvard courts of Franklin Field by defeating Kai Pie 21-17, 21-15.

In the doubles competition, the team of Bob Kinwart and Bob Wolf have already reached the final. In the semifinals, Mike Boffi and Jeff Voss won in straight sets from Rob De Lanna and Tom Wharton from Wisconsin. Later this week Klippe and Wolf will meet the winners when he lined a run-producing fly to left field.

Crimson Beats Varsity Netmen

In EIL Match

Sweeping all six of the singles matches, Harvard's varsity tennis team showed Pennsylvania what it is losing by taking the EIL with an 8-1 victory over the Quakers Friday afternoon at Cambridge. Penn's one point in the match was supplied by the second doubles combination of Ralph Levtian and Jerry Pfeifferman. The opposition duo defeated Conrad Fisher and Ramesh Graven, 6-3, 8-4, in the longest match of the afternoon.

The Penn netmen were able to take only one other set in the match. Levtian, playing in the number two slot, defeated Brooks Hurly to three sets before bowing 6-3, 3-6, 4-6.

Penn's number one man, Ben Brown, went down in defeat by a 6-1, 8-2 score to Harvard's Dale Janka. Captain Ted Mock bore to Ben Hecksher 6-3, 6-3 while Fireman was defeated by Steve Gottlieb, 6-5, 6-3.

In the other singles matches, coming off a 6-3, 6-2 defeat by Maynard Campbell, 6-1, 6-4, Ralph Finerman was forced to give way by Karl Provist from the same set.

In the doubles matches Mock and Brown were beaten by Hooksher and Cal Plaat, 6-3, 6-3 in the number one doubles match. Ralph Finerman and Bill Hurley, completed the sweep by beating Neil Ludvig and Charley Hurley, 6-2, 6-3 in the number two match.

Penn Overpowers Leopard Frosh Nine

Led by a ten-run fifth inning, Pennsylvania's froshman baseball team outdistanced the yearlings of Lafayette 17-5, Friday afternoon on Murphy Field.

The one-sided triumph was the final game of the season for the yearlings.

Triple And Homer

At the end of 4 1/2 innings, Lafayette led, 3-1, as Ray Smith, the Leopard's hurler, held the Quakers in check. In the fifth, the Quakers' bats exploded for eight hits and ten runs. Charlie Clayton, who had three hits for the afternoon, sparked the rally with a triple and a home run and batted in three runs.

In the sixth the fresh scored six more runs before Gene Parson's third base hurley brought in the final blend of Penn scoring the rest of the way.

All The Way

Bob McCafferty went all the way for Penn to chalk up his third straight victory. In the ninth inning he tired and was tagged for five runs. Roy Zack, son of coach McCafferty, with the hits, also sparked for Penn.

The Red and Blue pounded out 17 hits, while Lafayette suffered 11 base knocks and five strikeouts. Quaker winners for its run to home plate were Wilkins and Huggins, 6-4. 6-2, and Ryan combined to defeat Williams and Huggins, 6-3, 5-6, Kipe and Curtay lost the last match to Kraus and Marone, 5-0, 5-6, 3-4.

Ivy linkings

Harvard track captain Arthur Gellman Whips Fine
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FOR LUCKY BREAK. All in

NOW LOOK HERE! FOR LUCKY DROODLES!

Lucky Doodles can add

Luckies taste better.

Tiger Frosh Netmen

Defeat Quakers 8-1

Pennsylvania's froshman tennis team was defeated, 8-1, by the Princeton yearlings Friday afternoon at the Law School courts.

The Jade Quaker victory was achieved by John Hugoins, as he was from Bob Wilbun, 6-4, 3-6, 6-3. Bob Robins dropped his match to nan Haln, 3-6, 6-3, 6-3. Howie Frield lost to Ed Ryan, 10-12, 8-4, 6-4. Brian Wilkins was defeated by Dave Brechner, 6-1, 6-3. Spence Eipkin lost his match to Ray Brecher, 6-1, 6-4. John Curtay was downed by Martin, 15-9, 6-3.

In the doubles play, Brechner and Hinke won from Robins and Hofer, 6-3, 6-4, while Brechner and Ryan combined to defeat Williams and Huggins, 6-4, 6-3.

Ivy linkings

Harvard track captain Arthur Gellman Whips Fine

You will be surprised to know that the Lucky Doodler is a good hunting performance.
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Lodge To Speak at Commencement; Will Receive Honorary Law Degree

Whitman, a graduate of M.I.T. and a chemical engineer at M.I.T. in 1938, following World War II, he became Director of the Lexington Project of the AEC. Inventor of the jet engine, he was named by President Truman to serve as Chairman of the Defense Department's Research and Planning Board. A position he held from 1951 to 1953.

Dr. Ogden P. Haynes, president of the University, will make some remarks at the Commencement exercises, which begin at 10:15 a.m.

Kuneta, recipient of the final honorary degree, was appointed Emeritus Professor of Chemistry in 1961, and is a member of the National Research Council of India. He served 25 years on the faculty of the University as professor of economic and social statistics.

CONTINENTAL AUTORAMA
ON DISPLAY

Hot Rods and Customized Cars

Artillery Armory

9th & Wright Ave.
Camden, N. J.

One block off Admiral Wilson Blvd—Adjacent to Sears
May 23, 24, 25

Available at Houston Hall.

Prom Time Or Summer Time

Be the best dancer there.

LEARN TO DANCE the easy way

Use the new DANCE IT SYSTEM.

LEARN THE NEW DANCES IN YOUR SPARE TIME QUICKLY.

AVOID EMBARRASSMENT. TWO CHARTS. ONE FOR MAN. ONE FOR WOMAN. COMPLETE. CONCEIVED WITH ALL THE NEW DANCERS AT THE PER DANCE (10 FIGURES). ONLY DANCE IT CHARTS CAN BE READ AS FAST AS YOU CAN DANCE.

Available at Houston Hall.

"I originally came from Atlanta"

That’s where the place that refreshes with ice-cold Coke began. Now it’s enjoyed fifty million times a day. Must be something to it. And there is Have an ice-cold Coca-Cola and see — right now.

BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY THE PHILADELPHIA COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO.

"Coke" is a registered trademark. © 1968, THE COCA-COLA COMPANY

MONDAY, MAY 21, 1956

A CLASSIC — 1959 Oldsmobile convertible, silver, very sharply-edited with instruments, fat tires, chrome, window lift and sun—just what we appreciated—call R. F. 7-3849.

LOW—S.A.M. Forty-five pin black, silver, teardrop, presented by parents. Information J.W.K. as luck Tower Building or Houston Hall, Call RA 2-8389.

SUMMER SCHOOL, STUDENTS—Non

Willing To Help out in any summer course in the fields of education or engineering. May 24–Aug. 22. Information Call RA 6-5712.

AIRCRAFT DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION

EAST HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT